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1. Introduction 
The situation of B巴rlinhas changed dramatically with the fal of the wall and the German 
unification. The smaller， economically weaker and politically failing part of Germany ceased 
to exist; as a consequence the eastern part of the city lost its function as capital. The western 
part of the city was only the formal capital of Westgermany but with practically no 
governmental functions. This part of the city lost its isolated position， the western island in 
the eastern sea becam巴 mainland(cf. Graph 1). And only recently the German parliament 
decided to relocate the federal government of the united contry from Bonn to Berlin. 
Geographically Berlin thus has become a central position within a Europe which is going 
to and has to integrate the eastern parts . Berlin， once a metropolis of global significance， 
has the potential to regain a similar position. 
Moreover the city is the very focus of German unification. 
In this city the problems of unification have to be solved immediately， because it is the only 
place in Germany where unification happens within one city. In this way the word by the 
former famous mayor of Berlin， Ernst Reuter，“people of the world look at this city" gets 
a new， a different meaning. 
To have a rough idea of the position of Berlin in a global and European context it is useful 
to look at the size of different cities (cf. Graph2). It is obvious that B巴rlinis a comparably 
small metropolis， by far smaller than the most important European metropolises Paris and 
London， let alone the metropolises in the USA， in Asia or the Third World. 
With the future chances， the potential to become again a metropolis of global significance 
and with the risks of this city 1 am going to deal in more detail in the following paragraphs. 
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Graph 1 Berlin in the middle of Eastgermany 
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2. History 
Berlin became capital of the German empire only very late in 1871. Despite the traditionally 
decentralized structure of the Geman city system Berlin gained an overwhelming position in 
comparison to the other German cities. Towards Berlin as Prussian and German Capital there 
has always been a great deal of resentment. These resentments are stil existing， even more 
so since Berlin was also the capital of Third Reich， the center of Nazi -Germany， where so 
many disastrous decisions were taken. Today also its role as capital of the socialist Germany 
is part of the negative emotions towards Berlin. 
The city had its best time in the “roaring twen ties" . After W orld War 1 Berlin -not 
mentioning the physical destruction -lost most of its functions -at least for its western part. 
Among the functions the city lost are: 
-Government. The location of the government of the federal republic became Bonn， always 
meant as a temporary seat. 
Stil the eastern part of the city stayed the definite center and the capital of the GDR. 
Only a few months ago (20. 6. 91) it was decided with a very small majority to relocate 
the government of united Germany from Bonn to Berlin within the next up to ten years. 
-Parties， lobby groups etc. Along with the government most of the functions in close 
connection with the government located in Bonn， Koln and even in other cities. 
-Media. Before the war Berlin was undoubtedly the dominant media center in Germany. With 
respect to the FRG it became more of a provincial character. Hamburg， Koln， Munchen， 
Frankfurt became the dominant places. 
Bankig. The decision to locate the German Federal Bank in Frankfurt established Frankfurt 
as the dominant banking city in Germany. After unification it was decided that the Fed 
should not relocate to Berlin. Thus Berlin has no chance to become the dominant banking 
place in Germany again. 
Corporate headquarters. Many important headquarters relocated from Berlin to other German 
cities in the period after 1945， Siemens only being one prime example. Only two 
headquarters of more important enterprises are left. And only few are inclined to relocate 
again to Berlin. 
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This loss of functions， of economic and political power together with the island situation of 
Westberlin resulted in population losses over a long period¥ a deterioration of the age structure 
and an erosion of the economic base. 
Economically Westberlin could only survive by h巴avysubsidies. Over 50 % of the public budget 
came from the federal government. The subsidies lead to a rather unsound structure: The 
public sector was and stil is hypertrophic， industry was mainly of the assembly type and 
lacks modernization. The industry in the eastern part of the city is even more obsolete and 
has to undergo severe structural changes. Moreover Eastberlin has a hypertrophic public 
administration too， and on the other hand a severe lack of tertiary functions. In other words， 
Berlin as a whole is overindusrialized and has too big a public sector. 
Because of its strategic location -Westberlin in the middle of Eastgermany -the competition 
of the political systems during the cold war took place in Berlin in a nutshell. Both parts 
of the city were th巴 showcase of the respective political system. On the other hand Berlin 
was a place of exchange of ideas and persons between East and West， too. Some people even 
make the point， that because of the growing orientation of Westgermany towards Western 
Europ巴 andthe Western hemisphere， the decreasing interest especially among younger people 
in the East and in German unification without Berlin the German unification might not have 
taken place. 
3. Development Aims and Conflicts 
Today， after unification， Berlin has to be reconstructed in several ways. Therefore the city 
has to deal with a lot of different tasks at the same time. To name only a sample of these 
tasks : 
-The economic reconstruction and modernization to build up a sound economic base. The 
decision for the relocation of the German government has made this easier. 
The modernization and integration of the city's infrastructure. 
The construction of new and modernization of older residental areas because of a severe 
housing shortage due to a rising population and a huge stock of run down buildings， 
巴speciallyin the eastern part of the city. 
-An enforcement of office development because of a severe shortage of modern office space 
and an increasig demand. 
The integration of the two city centers (around Kurfurstendamm and around Alexanderplatz， 
Unter den Lindenl and the new development of the socalled“central area"， the Potsdamer 
Platz -once the busiest square in Europe， now a desert since the war (Graph 3). It is a 
1 Already during 80ies population b巴ganto rise again. 
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challenging architecural and urban planning task which is going to influence the image of 
Berlin significan tly. 
Important investors have already decided to locate there， among them Debis of Daimler Benz， 
Sony and ABB. 
Despite th巴 relativelygood infrastructure indowment in Westberlin and its integration into 
Westgermany the accessibility of the city has to be improved -by air， rail and highway. 
To give an indicative example: the time distance between Hamburg and Berlin by train 
is about one hour bigger than before the war. Especially the east -west connections have 
to be improved， since in the divided Germany al major traffic flows were north -south. 
Berlin is going to be “on the way"as well in the improved north -south as in the east 
west relations. 
-Berlin once had the most advanced public transport system. With the reconstruction and 
modernization of this traffic ring the city has the chance to reinforce a decentralized model 
of urban development. 
← The cooperation with the surrounding state of Brandenburg. Since Westberlin was an island 
the suburbanization， which characterizes al the cities in the western world， was blocked 
by the wall. Even in Eastberlin there was litle suburbanization. Now it is getting great 
momentum， which has to be channeled. 
-Berlin decided very soon， even before unification， to apply for the Olympics in 2000. The 
other German competitors resigned in favour of Berlin. But on the international scale Berlin 
has to compete with Braslia， Sidney， Manchester， Milano etc. The Olympics are meant to 
fulfil several aims: firstly to use the city as a symbol for the integration and the growing 
closeness between East and West; secondly to improve the infrastructure， to use this 
internationnal event to establish a city structure which is suitable for the next century. 
The olympics in Munchen in 1972 are the case in Germany which showed the potential 
in this respect; thirdly to show the potential of Berlin to deal with an international event 
of this size in an efficient manner; and forthly to overcome the image of the Nazi Olympics 
in 1936. 
Berlin has always b巴ena kind of doorway to the East. This is a potential which might be 
fruitfully exploited as well politically as economically. Berlin has the chance to become a 
meeting place for the exchange of ideas and persons， a trading place， a place for fairs， a central 
location for the integration of the eastern part of Europe which is ever more drifting to the 
West. For the integration of the eastern countries into the common market， the EEC， Berlin 
might become a prime place for negotiations， thus growing in political importance. 
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Two of themajor risks for the city are: 
-Berlin is， being a western city rather far in the east， a very attractive city for immigrants. 
This expected immigrantion from the Soviet U nion， Poland， Romania especially by poor 
people， by migrant workers might pose a heavy burden on the city -ecconomically， politically 
and culturally. The situation might become especially hard in social and cultural terms 
because of the growing hostility towards foreingers， primarily among the Eastgerman 
population. 
-Berlin is unused to growth. Therefore one of the most important and most difficult tasks 
will be th巴 channelingof the growth of Berlin， which is nearly inevitable. If Berlin is 
successful in handling this in a social and ecological acceptable and sustainable way some 
solutions might become a model for other cities. 
4. Economy 
As already indicated above the economy of Berlin is characterized by a lot of problems and 
structural shortcomings. To name the most important ones: 
-An overindustrialization and a lack of modernization in industry ， 
a corresponding weakness of the tertiary sector and a lack of tertiary functions， 
-a hypertrophic pu blic sector， 
a small tax base， which was substituted by subsidies for Westberlin and which are now 
going to be cut back， 
-heavy labour marker problems with about 30 -50 % of the industrial labour force of 
Eastberlin made redundant and also quite a proportion of public sector employees. 
These brief indications show the challenge of the economic tasks. But in the medium term 
there are a lot of chances; they lay for example in: 
-the acquisition of headquarters of new branches (Debis， the service and software branch 
of Daimler -Benz， being an example)， 
the acquisition of more modern production and service branch plants， 
the acquisition of foreign companies seeking locations in Europe with respect to the coming 
single market and to Eastern Europe (Sony being an example)， 
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-the forming of new headquarters with the rests of Eastberlins“Kombinate" (former industrial 
conglomerates within one sector)， 
the promotion of the city as a media center for Germany; relocations from other parts 
of Germany to Berlin in this field are very likely and with the existing base of newspapers， 
radio and television stations， the important and famous studios in Babelsberg， the most 
modern video center in Eastberlin (equipped among others by Sony)， 
-the extension of the function旦slocation for international fairs and conferences; its very 
likely that Berlin is going to gain importance at the expense of other German cities， 
the development of a service industry in connection with the relocation of government and 
related activities， 
-in a growing function as a tourist center， as a cultural and political center in central Europe. 
The prices on the land market in Berlin could be seen as an indicator for the coming boom 
in the city. For a very long time the prices for industrial land， office space and residential 
land have been comparatively low. By now they are the highest in Germany， surpassed even 
Munchen and Frankfurt， which is a tremendous increase in a very short time. But it indicates 
not only the scarce supply， but also the high estimation among investors and speculators. 
Westberlin always had a significant shadow economy. The shadow economy is going to 
increase because of high unemployment rates， an influx of immigrants from eastern Europe， 
third world immigrants (applying for asylum)， and an influx of migrant workers. 
5. Culture and ‘soft Factors' 
Both parts of the city have been the cultural show case of their respective political systems. 
Therfore Berlin is very well equipped with cultural institutions. Evεn in the times of the 
cold war， and even more so when it lost momentum， Berlin was a center of cultural exchange 
between East and West. As a major cultural official stated it:“Berlin was the anchor of 
Westgermany in Middleeurope". 
Morever Berli is in the middle of Eastgermany and therefore the prime candidate for the 
real fulfillment of the German unification and its cultural reflection. 
Also befor the war Berlin was an important cultural center with respect to eastern Europe. 
It had big Russian and Polish communities with own newspapers and theaters. Berlin has 
the chance to become again a major place of cultural exchange and integration between East 
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and West. If Berlin is accepting this challenge and dealing with it in a liberal， open， tolerant 
way Berlin might becom巴 akey location for the int巴grationof the East and the unification 
of Europe， for “the construction of the common Eurupean house". And it should be kept 
in mind， that at least Westberlin has been a multicultural city since a long time. It might 
be sufficient to mention， that Westberlin was and stil is the third or forth biggest Turkish 
city in the world. 
In the German context Berlin has always been a place of major cultural importance. With 
the “duplication of resources "by the unification it reaches again a standard -in hard war巴
equipment -which existed also in the twenties. The competition among the German cities 
will get sharper. Other cities won't loose so much to Berlin， but Berlin will grow into another 
dimension， thus leaving the other cities behind. Also culturally Berlin has the potential to 
become a metropolis of not only European but worldwide singnificance. 
One aspect should not be neglected regarding soft factors. Berlin is a very green city with 
a lot of open space. The surroundings of Berlin are very attractive with lakes， rivers and 
forests. Therefore Berlin is an attractive residential location， with a lot of potential in 
comparison to other German cities， because suburbanization is yet to happen. 
6. Conclusions 
Berlin is undergoing dramatic changes. The decision to relocate the government is not the 
most important on巴 forBerlin. But that decision has a symbolic v旦luewhich can h旦rdlybe 
overestimated. Even if foreigners could not understand the debate about the location of the 
government and thought， that the decision taken was the only possible one， the decision has 
a big inportance for th巴 Republicas a whole. It was only with this decision that the West 
of Germany understood， that not only the GDR ceased to exist but also the FRG and that 
the united Germany will not be a bigger and extended FRG but something different. 
Some of the arguments of the Bonn promoters were， that Bonn has been a good symbol for 
the democratic and federal Germany， that the relocation would cost to much and that Berlin 
as capital would revive resentments because of its Prussin and Nazi history. Moreover they 
expressed the fear that Berlin might become too strong and powerful. 
Regarding the German city system one of its advantages is its very well established eystem 
of division of labour between different cities. This decentralized structure is one of main 
differences of the German city system in comparison to the monocentric systems in Great 
Britain and France; and it is one of th巴 reasonsalso for the economic success of Germany. 
Therefore this division of labour and functions should and wiU continue， with each of the 
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lmportant centers having its speciality，巴.g. 
-Munchen being the city of high technology production and development and of insurances; 
Stuttgart being also a high tech center and the center of advanced manufacturing; 
-Frankfurt being the banking place and one the centers of national and international 
consultancy ; 
-Koln being a center of insurances and media; 
-Hamburg being a trade c巴nter，a media center and a prime place for advertising. 
With the new Berlin coming into the game as a new and real competitor this structure will 
change significantly but not dramatically. Size alone is a relevant argument in favour of Berlin. 
Its geographical location makes Berlin a very important place for th巴 development and 
integration of Easteurope. Berlin will become may be the most important meeting place in 
this respect. These factors give Berlin a weight which tends to drag new potentials to the 
Clty. 
Despite th巴 factthat there are some relocation d巴cisionsby major enterprises the vast majority 
of locational choices in Germany will persist. But openings of new branches (like DEBIS the 
software branch of Daimler Benz)， openings of establishments of European or other international 
corporations Oike ]apanese) will locate to a high proportion in Berlin. Also selective investments 
of multiplant corporations will s巴trengthenBerlin. 
With the decision to relocate the gov巴rnmentnotwithstanding the fact that this is going to 
take a long time -Berlin will not only gain as a center of political power (part of which 
is going to Brussels anyway as a result of the European integration) but also as a cultural 
center. Bonn nev巴rhad the strength to become a media center， Berlin is going to be one. 
Despite the fact that Berlin will not b巴 comparablein its functional concentration to London 
or Paris， Berlin is growing into another scale of city. No other German city has the potential 
to become a city of global importance -notwithstanding that it is stil far away from being 
it. The other German cities will more or less keep their absolute importance or weight， but 
with Berin playing in the “first international league" they are loosing relatively. The days 
of the “hidden capital" (Munchen) are over with the decision for a ‘real' capital. Berlin 
has therefore the chance to regain a similar importance -but partly with other functions than 
before the war一itused to have before the war一avery interesting question with regard 
to stability and change in city systems. 
The way to economic， political， cultural strength and global importance are on the other hand 
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paved with dangers and risks -in part typical for metropolises， inpart a result of the special 
situation of Berlin after unification : 
-The big differences in the economic levels between Germany and eastern Europe make 
especia11y Berlin to a gateway and as a big and the only real western city (a western 
outpost) near to the borders to a big attractor for migration. Some studies expect mi11ions 
of immigrants from巴asternEurope. A small immigration to Berlin would bring an extra 
element of liveliness， expertise， international flair and the like to the city. But great numbers 
of poor， unemployed immigrants with litle qualifications would bring severe social and 
economic problems to the city. Already now the city is confronted with rather high numbers 
of i11egal immigrants， migrant workers (mainly working on the black labout market). 
Becoming a metropolis will mean an increase in economic， social and cultural polarization. 
This polarization wi11 be the hard巴rthe bigger the immigration of the poor wi11 be. Economic 
polarization means a division of society according to property， income and labour market 
position ; social polarization cuts society along the lines of education， social integration， 
position on the housing market; cultural polarization signifies a separation of ethnic groups， 
religions， and normative orientations. These processes will also foster the spatial segregation 
in Berlin. 
-The city lost or is going to loose part of the subsidies for the public bubget and part 
of its (potential) tax base. On the other hand the tasks of the Senat are increasing steadily. 
Therefore the city is running into severe financial problems and a big public deficit. 
In this respect Berlin has to pay its -may be extra -share of the costs of unification. 
The 40 years of different development in the FRG and the GDR have resulted in different 
mentalities of the respective populations. In the year after unification the differences and 
resentments have even increased. Conflicts between East -and Westgermans ar巴 therefore
and because of the sti1 very high differences in the economic level inevitable. Berlin， the 
only city in which the unification took place at one place iitera11y， has to be the “melting 
pot" for unification. Berlin has to be the model. In this respect Berlin has a great burden 
and responsibility. Since， ifth巴 unificationdoesn't work out， Germany wi11 loose its stability 
and economic strength and the prospects for eastern European countries with less economic 
help would worsen dramatica11y. 
-The fa1 of the borders and the growth push wi11 lead to an suburbanization which is typical 
for a1 similar cities with a1 its bad effects on the traffic system etc. Space demand wi11 
increase heavily and ecological conflicts wi11 become harder. Berlin has the chance to be 
one of the forerunners of an ecological restructucturing of the economy. Expertise is in 
the city with its high number of research institutions also in this field. The question is 
whether Berlin has the strength to tackle this problem along with al the others. 
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To cope with these problems， to channel the development towards a sustainable situation 
and to exploit the chances to produc巴 modelsolutions for an ecological transformation of 
the free market system and urban development is the challenge for this city. 1 hope we will 
meet it. Otherwise the city and may be Germany as a whole will loose momentum and 
international importance with probably negative effects on the integration of the part of Europe 
which we were accustomed to see as laying far behind the iron curtain. 
